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• Contain instructions to build proteins that help control or direct the development 
and functions of our bodies

• Come in pairs

• Are inherited from our parents but can

undergo new changes (de novo)

• Humans have ~20 000 pairs of genes

• Every cell in our body (excepts gametes)
contains two copies of the 20 000 genes

• All have some level of normal variation
which is often ethnicity specific

Genes

Protein 1

Protein 2



Cancer is a battle of two genomes



Estimated proportion of hereditary cancers

Cancer Type Proportion

Breast cancer 5%

Ovarian cancer 15%

Colon cancer 5-10%

Melanoma 10%

Medullary thyroid 25%

Retinoblastoma 40%

Prostate 5-10%

Pancreatic 10%

Paraganglioma/phaeochromocytoma 30%



Somatic vs germline genes …



Genomics relevance

–Information on biological behaviour of tumour 

–Predictive biomarker for response to chemotherapy  

–Prognostic indicator for outcome                                   

–Appropriate selection of targeted agents                     

–Consideration for immunotherapy                                 



Tumour biology and prognosis



Patterns of disease in OC by BRCA status

– Higher rates of visceral disease¹

– Otherwise rare in OC

– No effective on OS ²

– Much more nodal disease

– Including nodal only relapse

– Consider local resection or radiotherapy

– Save systemic treatment

– Potentially still curable

– If known BRCA carrier at diagnosis

– ? More extensive nodal dissection?

1 Gourley et al JCO 2010
2 Alsop et al JCO 2012







Prognosis

Yang et al; JAMA 2011



OS at 3 and 5 years by mutation

Yang et al JAMA 2011



Choosing targeted agents



HGSOC 31



HGSOC 31

BC 40

BC 43



2 weeks after M underwent urgent surgery …

– Maternal aunt presents acutely with abdominal pain and distension

• No bowel obstruction … but large volume ascites

• And widespread changes in the abdomen

Biopsy confirms high grade 
serous ovarian cancer



HGSOC 31

BC 40

BC 43

HGSOC 67



Treatment for M … and her aunt

Surgery … small volume 
residual disease

Chemotherapy x 6 cycles

EOT CT scan – complete 
response

Maintenance 
olaparib

Still awaiting BRCA 
testing

BRCA testing



PARP inhibitors

• Mechanisms of action:

• Collapse of DNA replication or 
replication fork

• Trapping of PARP-DNA 
complexes which inhibits DNA 
repair

• Activate NHEJ in HR deficient 
tumour cells (promotes further 
genomic instability

• Impairs BARD1-BRCA1 
recruitment, inhibits DSB repair



SOLO1

Moore et al NEJM 2019



PFS – original study1

PFS by BRCA status

1 NEJM 2012; 366:1382-92

Study 19





BRCA def

HRD pop

HRP pop

Rucaparib – ARIEL 3 Niraparib – NOVA



POLO

Golan et al NEJM 2019

Median TAT of 
9 days

3315 patients assessed for eligibility

247 had a germline BRCA mutation

80 excluded
43 PD or death
11 not eligible
26 not enrolled

167 consented

154 randomised

62 placebo

53 stopped placebo
49 PD
2 adverse events
1 withdrew
1 ineligible

92 olaparib

60 stopped olaparib
55 PD
4 adverse events
1 withdrew

30 still on olaparib 8 still on placebo



The Royal Marsden

POLO – progression free survival

Golan et al NEJM 2019



Different histology, different drivers in OC

Subtype KRAS BRAF TP53 BRCA PIK3CA

amplif

ARID1

A

PIK3C

A

PTEN

Low grade 

serous

30-40% 33-36%

High grade 

serous

60-96% 10% 40%

Endometrioid 40% 10% 30% 20%

Mucinous 50% 20% 20-30%

Clear cell 46-50% 25-33% 20%



Leijen et al JCO 2016

TP53 targeting in OC



BRAF





KRAS mutations and cancer treatments

– Common in CRC and lung 
cancer

– Poor prognostic indicator

– Predict lack of response 
to specific agents

– Cetuximab, EGFR 
inhibitors

Survival – CRC and cetuximab



OS in KRAS-mutated lung cancer PFS in KRAS-mutated lung cancer

Marabese et al, Oncotarget 2015



Such as our lung cancer patients

Non small cell 
lung cancer

chemotherapy
EGFR 

inhibitors
pembrolizomab crizotinib

PD-L1 EGFR ALKMET ROS



Immunotherapy



Immunotherapy

– Most susceptible - genetically unstable tumours

– Hypermutated or ultramutated

– Unstable tumour genome

– Specific tumour types with high somatic burden

– Lung, melanoma

– Underlying genetic predisposition

– Mismatch repair

– HRD germline mutation (BRCA1, BRCA2)



G Getz et al. Nature 497, 67-73 (2013) doi:10.1038/nature12113

Mutation spectra across endometrial carcinomas



Le et al NEJM 2015



Mutational burden - WGS

‘Normal’ mutational burden Ultramutated phenotype



Case study

– 33 year old woman, diagnosed with locally advanced, poorly differentiated 
endometrial cancer (2012)

– Surgery and adjuvant chemotherapy

– Further surgery to remove residual mass (2013)

– Progressive disease (end of 2013)

– 2 further lines of chemotherapy (disease progression)

– MMR proficient (excluding Lynch), no significant family history, molecular 
studies showed PDL1 expression



– August 2014

– Commenced PD1 inhibitor

– Very good response

– August 2016 – completed 2 years of treatment

– Complete/near complete response

– Remains on follow-up, no evidence of residual disease

– Whole genome sequencing confirms ultramutated
phenotype



So … increasingly important for treatment

– Routine now to perform molecular pathology for almost 
every tumour type

– Ensure patient receives best option

– Avoid drugs that will not be of benefit

– Understand likely behaviour of tumour

– => provide more personalised care based on specific 
tumour characteristics

– Not just ‘all lung adenocarcinoma is the same’ or ‘all 
metastatic CRC should receive this treatment’



At RMH …

– We have led the routine integration of this testing into patient 
management

– Performed routinely on all of our NHS patients

– Allows them to benefit from the best advice on treatment and 
avoid unnecessary ones

– Performed at routine points in patients care pathway

– Making a difference to the care of patients and their families
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